Welcome and Reminders

• This is NOT being recorded
• We will answer questions at the end of each segment as time permits
• Submit questions via Zoom Q&A window
• Use the “raise hand” option to ask a question orally. You will be allowed to unmute.
• Slides will be posted on the ORA website following the meeting
Agenda

• Welcome & Announcements – Marcia Smith

• Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost Darnell Hunt, Ph.D.

• Extramural Fund Management
  ◦ Ascend 2.0 – Katie Cadle
    ◦ Project status: Highlights in Grant team
    ◦ Research Reporting subcommittee
    ◦ Reminders: Expenditure type feedback reminder
  ◦ Fiscal Closing Schedule – Val Gomez

• Contract and Grant Administration – Tracey Fraser
Extramural Fund Management

May 11, 2023
Agenda

• Ascend 2.0:
  ◦ Grant and AR team Project Status and Highlights
  ◦ Research Reporting Subcommittee
  ◦ Reminder: Expenditure Types

• Fiscal Closing
Ascend 2.0

Katie Cadle
Over the past several months the Grants team has created and refined the Grants and AR design through the creation of Business Process Maps and User Stories.

There are six sprints of approximately six weeks each beginning in May 2023 and lasting until early 2024.

What is included in a Sprint?

- User story guided system demos to obtain feedback and refine design
- Validation of user stories and an opportunity to identify potential design impediments/defects
- Creation and Approval of Design Specification Documents which will be used by the technical team to develop the functional design

Focus of Sprint 1 is the configuration of Grants and Accounts Receivable in the sprint environment.
Sprints are designed for the purpose and goals listed on previous slide and are **not designed** to cover topics below as these will come later in the project timeline.

**What is not included in a sprint?**

- **Hands on formal testing** with entry/exit criteria

- **Training** of Oracle functionality

- **Validation of production readiness**

Starting in Sprint 2 demos will be held for campus Subject Matter Experts to obtain feedback on proposed design. **More information will be provided soon!**
Definition: Conversion is the process of migrating from an old system to a new one.

For contract and grants conversion includes transferring data from current state systems into Oracle.

✓ Finalized Conversion scope
  ◦ Detailed costs (inception to date) will be converted for all open awards at time of cutover enabling users to access a single system for contract and grant transactional data and reporting.

✓ Completed initial conversion mapping
  ☐ Extracting and transforming sample data to prepare for test conversion cycle loads
  ☐ Defining opportunities for conversion clean-up and cleansing to enhance data prior to conversion
  ☐ Collaborating with ITS to create a tool to allow EFM to mark transactions as billed or unbilled
Grants and Accounts Receivable Team Status | Integration

Definition: Integration is the act of bringing together smaller components of information stored in different systems into a single system.

For contract and grants sponsor and award data from the Proposal and Award Tracking System (PATS) and personnel and billing event data from the Post Award Management System (PAMS) will be integrated into Oracle PPM.

- Starting design sessions with subject matter experts
- Identifying any changes or enhancements needed to PATS and PAMS to support Oracle integration
- Finalizing mapping documents and Design Specification Document which the tech team will utilize to develop the integration
Below are other key milestones and activities of the Research team

✓ Completed initial configuration to be used for PPM and AR system set-up
   ☀ Definition: Configuration refers to the ways in which a system is set up to enable design functionality

✓ Completed initial security design session

✓ Compiled list of reports required for go live such as invoicing and financial report templates

✓ Completed FAU to POETAF and POETAF to CoA segment mapping in conjunction with Chart of Accounts (CoA) team

✓ Collaborated with ITS and CoA team to provide Contracts and Grants related data for the Chart Mapper Tool

□ Assessing solutions for the current use of “Project” and “Source” in the FAU for Contract and Grant funds

□ Developing Budget Categories and Expenditure Types
Research Reporting Subcommittee Overview

Reporting is a top-of-mind issue that impacts end-users at a variety of levels across campus. The Research Reporting Subcommittee, within the Campus Reporting Workgroup, has been established to ensure the Ascend 2.0 central Reporting Team develops reports that meet the Research community’s needs.

The Research Reporting Subcommittee raises Research-specific perspectives and concerns to ensure reporting in the future state meets the business needs of the Research community.

• Convenes weekly for one hour
• Five meetings have occurred to date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daralyn Aburdene</td>
<td>DGSOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy Rujanuruks</td>
<td>DGSOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorena Vazquez</td>
<td>DGSOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Thompson</td>
<td>Education &amp; Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsai-Tsai O-Lee</td>
<td>School of Engineering &amp; Applied Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni Gutierrez</td>
<td>School of Engineering &amp; Applied Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsha Blum</td>
<td>Luskin School of Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Hom</td>
<td>College of Letters &amp; Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Lake</td>
<td>College of Letters &amp; Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Huynh</td>
<td>College of Letters &amp; Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Manalang</td>
<td>School of Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Cadle (optional)</td>
<td>ORA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Grants Team has reviewed all Object Codes used in the past three fiscal years and is working to eliminate underused Object Codes, combine Object Codes where possible, and add more descriptive detail with the aim of streamlining the list of Expenditure Types in POETAF. (The total number of Object Codes in the current FS that can be used on C&G is around 840.)

Please share your input!
The Grants team is seeking departmental feedback on a proposed list of 189 Expenditure Types by May 15, 2023.

- Do you see any expenditure type that is too general or not clear to use?
- Do you have specific expenditure type to add to the list?
- Any other suggestions?

The list was shared via the ORA News mailing list on 04/18/23.
Fiscal Year 2022-23 Closing Deadlines

Val Gomez
Fiscal Year Closing is Around the Corner!

Business and Finance Solutions (BFS) has released Closing Instructions and Schedule for FY 2023 on Monday, May 8th

- Closing Letter along with fiscal closing instructions and details are available on the BFS website: Closing Schedule for Fiscal Year End | Business & Finance Solutions (ucla.edu)
What should I do now starting in May and continuing through FYE Close?

• Review the fiscal closing letter and schedule to identify deadlines applicable to your area

• Conduct your monthly reconciliation and ledger review to:
  ◦ Verify that expenses booked to the ledger have been recorded to the appropriate FAU
    ◦ Process cost transfers for adjustments, if needed
    ◦ Ensure invoices received from vendors and subcontractors are submitted to the Accounts Payable office timely
  ◦ Contact vendors and subcontractors for invoices billing for goods and services rendered during FY 22-23
## FYE Close – Department Deadline for Submission to EFM

### Schedule of Deadlines FYE2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Deadline to Submit to EFM for Review &amp; Processing</th>
<th>Deadline for EFM to Review, Approve, &amp; Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payroll (UCPath) Direct Retro Expense Transfer</td>
<td>6/28/2023 (5:00 PM)</td>
<td>7/03/2023 (5:00PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPS Payroll Cost Transfer Journal Request</td>
<td>6/29/2023 (5:00PM)</td>
<td>7/17/2023 (8:00 PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercampus Transfers</td>
<td>6/30/2023 (5:00PM)</td>
<td>7/17/2023 (8:00 PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Payroll Expense Adjustments (NPEAR)</td>
<td>7/5/2023 (5:00PM)</td>
<td>7/17/2023 (8:00 PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accrual/Deferral Forms and Supporting Documents</td>
<td>7/7/2023 (10:00AM)</td>
<td>7/17/2023 (8:00 PM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Review and Approval of Cost Transfers submitted after the deadlines above cannot be guaranteed by EFM
- Expense transfers not reviewed due to late submission will be reviewed and processed for FY 2023-24
Fiscal Year End Accruals & Deferrals

• When are accruals required and why do they matter?
  ◦ The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) requires the UC/UCLA financial statements to be prepared on an “accrual basis” where expenses incurred in a fiscal year are recorded to the year which goods and services were rendered.
  ◦ Accrual entries are needed if invoices for goods and services rendered in FY22-23 were not recorded in the general ledger for FY22-23

• Key Deadlines:
  ◦ Due 6/05/23: Department submits Reimbursement Requests and Vendor Invoices to Accounts Payable to be recorded as part of FY 2022-23 Expenses.
    ◦ Submitting invoices to the AP office by the deadline will minimize the need to accrue expenses at fiscal year end
  ◦ Due 7/07/23: If AP deadline is missed, department submits an Accrual/Deferral Request to EFM at 10:00 AM starting 7/03/23.

• How do I submit an accrual?
  ◦ Review the General Ledger starting 7/03/23 to confirm if the transaction was not recorded.
  ◦ For sponsored research funds, to accrue expenses, complete Form E, to accrue income, complete Form G.
  ◦ Complete the journal justification and submit with supporting documents to ORA EFM Operations by 7/07/23. For specific questions, contact the EFM accountant

• Accrual forms, justification template, and instructions are available on the BFS website
The funding rollover process is scheduled to be run at the end of June 2023

The funding rollover process will involve a blackout period.
  ◦ This means all GL initiators and GL approvers cannot not enter, update, submit or approve funding transactions in UCPATH. Communications will be sent notifying UCLA of the blackout period and when that blackout period is no longer in effect.
  ◦ Ensure all funding has been submitted for approval and is approved no later than 6/22/2023 so that the funding rollover program will copy the funding to the new fiscal year.

Additional information on the Funding Rollover Process can be found here:
  ◦ Funding Rollover Process in UCPATH

CRU Newsletter | Volume 4 Issue 16 - In June, FMR (Financial Management & Reporting) will send additional instructions to prepare for the annual FYE Funding Rollover process in UCPATH.
Any Questions?

Contact Information

EFM Website
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/

Yoon Lee
Phone: (310) 794-0375
Email: yoon.lee@research.ucla.edu

Val Gomez
Phone: (310) 794-0103
Email: valeria.gomez@research.ucla.edu

Ascend Website
https://ascend.ucla.edu/

Katie Cadle
Phone: (310) 794-0223
Email: kcadle@research.ucla.edu
OCGA Updates

Tracey Fraser, Senior Director, Office of Contract and Grant Administration

May 11, 2023
OOGA Team Structure Updates

• Prior structure
  ◦ Contracts & Incoming Subawards Team
    ◦ Proposals, awards & post-award non-financial activity for contracts, incoming subcontracts, incoming subgrants
  ◦ Grants Team
    ◦ Proposals awards & post-award non-financial activity for grants & cooperative agreements
OCGA Team Structure Updates

• New structure
  ◦ Contracts Team
    ◦ Proposals, awards & post-award non-financial activity for contracts and subcontracts and other complex agreements
  ◦ Awards Team
    ◦ Awards & post-award non-financial activity for grants, incoming subgrants & cooperative agreements
  ◦ Proposals Team
    ◦ [Eventually] all grant, incoming subgrant and cooperative agreement proposals
OCGA Team Structure Updates

• Transition to a Proposals Team and an Awards Team
  ◦ Phased approach
  ◦ Awards Team will continue to review some proposals for the next several months as we gradually transition all grant, incoming subgrant and cooperative agreement proposal to the Proposals Team

• No change
  ◦ Award Intake, eRA & Records Management
  ◦ Outgoing Subaward Team
OCGA Team Structure Update

Why Now?

- Right sizing for remote work
- Workflow efficiencies
- Increasing complex non-federal sponsors
• ‘Contacts’ information on the OCGA website has been updated to reflect the new Awards Team contacts
  ◦ Contracts Team contacts will be updated soon
Contracts
(Complex) Team

- Flora O'Brien
- Anna Lau
- Sharon Martin
- Mary Gibson
- Yessenia Sarmiento
- Miesha Bailey
Proposals Team
## Submitting Information to OCGA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><a href="mailto:Proposals@research.ucla.edu">Proposals@research.ucla.edu</a></th>
<th><a href="mailto:Awards@research.ucla.edu">Awards@research.ucla.edu</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• All Proposals</td>
<td>• All Award Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• RPPRs</td>
<td>• JITs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pre-Award Actions</td>
<td>• Prior Approval Requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Post-Award Actions (NCE, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reminders
Beginning August 1st, 2023, OCGA will **only** accept proposal submissions via the EPASS Online System.

Departments not currently using the Online System should sign up to be onboarded as soon as possible to prevent delays to proposal submissions.
EPASS Online System demonstrations are being offered, with the next one taking place on May 12, 2023. The full list of demonstration dates, times and registration information may be found at: https://epassonlinesystem.eventbrite.com

The on-boarding process can be initiated by contacting EPASSHelp@research.ucla.edu

Additional information can also be found on the EPASS website.
• NSF Virtual Grants Conference: June 5-8, 2023
  ◦ Spring 2023 Registration – NSF Policy Office Outreach (nsfpolicyoutreach.com)

• Target audience: new faculty, researchers and administrators

• Highlights include:
  • New programs and initiatives
  • Proposal preparation
  • NSF's merit review process
  • NSF directorate sessions
  • Award management topics
  • Conflict of interest policies
  • NSF systems updates
Questions?
May 2023 Research Administration Forum Q&A
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Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost
Q1: Where could I find more information about the study regarding how race shapes one’s perspective?
A1: Here’s a link to Screening the Los Angeles ‘Riots’

Q2: Data is an institution’s prized asset, particularly in the new era of open science. Workforce training in data literacy, in a socially conscious way, could help bring long-standing campus staffing silos together. Are there efforts underway to incorporate cross-campus data literacy training for staff?
A2: To my knowledge, there are currently no systemic efforts underway for training staff in data literacy. I do, however, think this is great idea and one that resonates strongly with our Data X initiative and the desire that Chancellor Block and I have for providing staff with continuing education opportunities. This could be a great project for University Extension.

Q3: What are your thoughts on how the campus will deal with the new contracts, especially for the GSRs and how that will impact Contracts and Grants and providing funding needed to support the increased costs?
A3: VC Roger Wakimoto led a task force in the aftermath of the strike to answer these very questions. In the short term, the task force recommended that the University set up $5M in bridge funding to assist PI’s who are unable to absorb the increases in their current budgets. Longer term, VC Wakimoto and his counterparts throughout the UC system and other AAU universities plan to lobby federal agencies to increase grant awards to take into account the increased costs so that PI’s can budget for the increases. The UAW contracts UC is facing are sweeping across the higher education landscape, so there is an incentive for grantors to rethink award sizes.

Q4: You have done so much work with diversity. Thinking about the current cultural focus on AI such as ChatGPT, and knowing the problems of bias often found in technology, do you have any thoughts on the issue? AI is likely to infiltrate all our lives. How do we prevent subconscious bias from influencing us?
A4: This is a great question. Fortunately, we have some of the world’s leading experts on this question on faculty here at UCLA—like MacArthur “Genius” Award winner Safiya Noble and Ramesh Srinivasan. Professor Noble is interim director of our Data X initiative and will likely lead the data ethics/social justice research stream of Data X going forward. AI will certainly be a core focus of this effort for the reasons implied by this question. We held a campus-wide town hall on ChatGPT recently in which both Noble and Srinivasan participated. Stay tuned on these issues as UCLA is poised to be leader in the conversation.
Extramural Fund Management

Q1: May I make a suggestion on Reporting Format? This is based on my experience with DOPE and others that come from Oracle product. I would suggest to map Reporting Format from A2 to the current one we are seeing now, whatever it is about Payroll Ledger, GL (closed, open, detail; AR, Revenue). Furthermore, with current system, if I need a drilldown on a certain Transaction (e.g., who did a transaction on MY account; find who the FM is for a certain account outside MY department) the current reporting system albeit ‘old’ and ‘not advanced’ according to Campus Management, indeed provides what we can use at finger tip without going around to find DATA. Talking about DATA, which is the reason for A2 in Campus Management words. Take DOPE for example, a lot of what it provides are ‘junks’ to us, I am saying that it is the case to people from upstairs. What I am trying to drive at is a ‘succinct’ format in its current state that we can find what we need, not something like ‘buffet’.

A1: We would appreciate an opportunity to better understand suggestions. Can you please contact Katie Cadle or Yoon Lee to discuss?

Q2: Will the new system allow input via PAMS, maybe, where research administrators can include “internal fund title/short names” so they automatically pull in all downstream systems? That way PIs and research administrators/central offices can talk apples to apples since the future COA/POETAF are quite different in the future.

Alternatively, we could also include the short name field in the EPASS and have it flow down (but editable in PAMS). Often when we work on proposals, PIs already have a short name for the project.

A2: I will share this feedback with the Project Team to look into possible solutions for this request.

Q3: Will Ascend be able to set internal controls and mark funds that are: carryforward restricted, salary cap, e-Verified, cost-sharing, etc.? This is to ensure departments from not being able to charge expenses past a budget period or to charge an employee who has not been e-Verified. In the current system, there are no internal controls aside from a small flag in the ORA reports, which does NOT talk to the financial system. With constant staff turnovers, it is difficult to keep track of funds with special requirements, so I am praying that Ascend will be able to improve this environment.

A3: Awards in Ascend will include keywords which will allow users to see when an award is subject to specific terms and conditions such as Salary Cap, E-Verify, mandatory Cost Sharing, Restricted Carryforward, among others. There will also be a feature enabled which will prevent expenses from being charged to an award after the liquidation period at the end of an award. Beyond that, expenditures will require approval by a Departmental Approver, referred to as the Project Manager, and more information will be shared on this process as it is finalized.

Q4: Is there any departmental-level staff on these subcommittees? Often they only include leadership, but it’s the fund managers and dept personnel who often have perspectives that are ignored.

A4: We recognize the importance of getting the department perspectives to design reports that meet the business needs of both departments and central offices. With that, we ensured to include departmental representatives across campus at various level (including fund managers and managerial positions) in the research reporting subcommittee. The research reporting subcommittee currently includes 10 departmental representatives and 2 individuals from the central office.

Q5: Is there a website where we can find a list of each of the Ascend Teams, and a technical summary showing exactly what each team is working on and where they are in the process? For instance, at yesterday’s Town Hall they mentioned there is a cross-functional team working on UCPPath enhancements. It would be nice to see who is on that team and what enhancements they are considering. It would also be nice to see workups of protoype user interfaces. That would help us to provide feedback. I’ve not been able to find that at the Ascend website.
A5: We will share the feedback regarding the Ascend website with the OCM team. Additionally, the sprint process includes system demos for campus Subject Matter Experts. These demos will focus on validating the design for specific requirements. To nominate yourself or others as a Subject Matter Expert email Derek Lee by Wednesday, June 7th.

Q6: In the Ascend environment, will there be a database that will store all incoming and outgoing MCA and subaward documents? Currently, it’s strings of emails between departments, OCGA, Purchasing for agreement and amendments, which is difficult to track with staff turnovers.

A6: Oracle is not expected to store copies of MCA Subaward documents as it is not the system of record for these documents. I will share this feedback with the appropriate departments to look into possible future solutions.

Note: This question is also answered in Q&A #15 in the Contract and Grant Administration section below.

**Contract and Grant Administration**

Q1: Will the proposals team be able to provide more thorough reviews of our outgoing proposals, and actually tell us things that they see as needing to be fixed before submitting to the sponsor? Example: If someone finds a hyperlink that we had no idea existed, they only tell us to review the hyperlink policy, and provide a link to the policy stating where they’re allowed. This is completely unhelpful when the expectation is for us to now review a 150+ page grant to find what exactly they are talking about, instead of having someone tell us where they found the questionable hyperlink from the start.

A1: Proposal review is a shared responsibility between the PI/ dept and OCGA. OCGA is primarily reviewing for institutional compliance. We do not review for hyperlinks. We include the comment on hyperlinks if we know that the sponsor has a policy against it, just in case the PI/ dept isn’t aware. Inclusion of the comment does not mean that we have found a link. If we happen to notice a link during our review and if there is time to flag before the deadline, we will reference it but make no guarantees that there are not other links in the document.

Q2: Will we go back to the assignment of specific proposal review officers for specific departments/units? Round Robin is not very effective.

Some reasons why Round Robin is not effective: if you have an assigned person, they have a deep understanding of the types of C&G that the specific unit submits and are better able to provide a review. Also, an assigned individual can be contacted for questions. For proposal submissions, you need to indicate a specific contact. So who should you list if your reviewer will not be the same person as the awards. Pre-award and Award analyst should also be the same as they will have more experience and expertise and understanding during the award stage if they were also involved with the proposal review side (especially for contracts and complex grand submissions).

A2: Thank you for your perspective. We agree that when it’s a complex proposal that it’s good to try have continuity between the proposal reviewer and the negotiator. That’s why the contracts team is keeping proposals. However, the majority of proposals we submit are for unilateral agreements (no-negotiation required) and it has long been the case at UCLA that the proposal reviewer is different from the individual setting up the award. We do note your comments on building up experience with department / sponsor knowledge and will take that into consideration as we finesse our teams.

Q3: When we have questions in advance of submitting a new NIH or other proposal for review, what is the procedure? When I’ve asked the intake team, they say “submit the proposal for review and the person assigned will respond”, but if we’re not even at that point yet, who do we ask?

A3: Proposal Intake will generally wait for a proposal, but if something really requires a review before proposal, the question is sent by Intake to the Proposals team.
Q4: Is there a distinction who would be POC for sub contract vs. sub grant? Who would handle the federal flowthrough sub contract (incoming to UCLA)?

A4: Incoming subcontracts are always handled by the Contracts team. Incoming subgrants are almost always handled by the Awards team however clinical trial subgrants and some other particularly complex subgrants may be handled by the Contracts team too. Outgoing subcontracts are handled through Purchasing. Outgoing Subgrants are handled by OCGA’s Outgoing Subawards Team.

Q5: The turnaround time for subaward issues (including set-ups and additional funds) is slower than it’s ever been in the past. Is there any plan to adjust their structure or add to their team? It’s taking months to set up subs which is really delaying important research and makes it hard for us to comply with invoicing restrictions.

A5: The standard time for new subaward agreement drafting is between 6-8 weeks from the point that we receive a complete package from the department. We encourage departments to take this into account and to submit the subaward package as soon as possible after the main award has been established. There are many mandatory Federal compliance requirements that have to be addressed before we can start drafting a sub. Once the draft has been submitted to the subrecipient for review/signature, we have no control over how long it takes for the subawardee to review the agreement, negotiate, or route for signature. However, a significant reason for delays in UCLA issuing subawards is that requests for subawards are not being submitted until after the subawardee starts work and the OST is receiving incomplete subaward packages.

Q6: Not having an assigned Analyst to our department has been frustrating. e.g. I’ve asked about a situation regarding NIH overhead when a PI transfers from another country and now they are at UCLA with our rates. The response included 2 assistant directors and they never responded even after following-up. I contacted NIH directly and they did not respond.

A6: UCLA will generally honor the rate from the prior institution.

Q7: The online EPASS system is really great. One of the few “new” systems that UCLA has rolled out that actually is running well and is an improvement on the old way.

A7: Thank you, we are thrilled to hear it works well for departments too.

Q8: Why does it take so long for outgoing subawards when the documents are submitted at the proposal stage?

A8: Because the vast majority of proposals are not funded, we try to limit the amount of subaward paperwork required at proposal submission to the bare minimum needed for compliance. UCLA is also unable to proceed without first having its prime award funding and sponsor terms in place. Doing so would put the university at a financial risk and at risk of being in compliance with our sponsor terms. If you would like to provide all of the documentation/forms at proposal time you can do that, but the subawardee institution has to provide some of it and they may not be willing to do so if and until a funding decision has been made. Subrecipient budgets are also prone to change at pre-award due to UCLA prime sponsor reductions in the awarded budget (which could also impact the scope of work). Documents may also be submitted at proposal stage, but the Outgoing Subawards Team (OST) does not initiate the subaward process. We depend on the department, to let the OST know when they are ready to proceed with their subaward. This is especially important because the department, as the project manager, is the main point of contact for subaward changes -- has the budget been revised? was there a change to the scope of work? has the PI decided not to go forward with the subrecipient? etc. When the department is ready to proceed with its subaward request, an OCGA Subaward Checklist (our request form which can be found at the Required Forms for Outgoing Subawards web page) is required to be submitted to the OST’s central e-mail box ocgasubawards@research.ucla.edu. If the documentation listed as ‘required’
on the OCGA Subaward Checklist was already submitted at proposal stage, you can let the OST know on page 2 of the Checklist (checkbox available at the bottom of section VII Required Documents).

Q9: Do you think OCGA Master Training on subawards could be useful if complete packets are rarely submitted to OCGA?

A9: Agree that this is an area where training helps. In addition to information being available on the OCGA website, we covered this at the March 2022 RAF last year and we do provide a session as part of the OCGA monthly training. The next subawards basics training is scheduled for June 21st. Please see the Monthly OCGA Training Calendar for sign up opportunities. We will continue to look for training opportunities.

Q10: Why does it take so long for an MCA when the information is submitted at proposal stage? The minimum time that has been communicated is 6-8 weeks?

A10: We try to operate on a first in first out basis, and at any point in time there will be between 240-300 active outgoing agreements that are being processed. Documents may also be submitted at proposal stage, but the Outgoing Subawards Team (OST) does not initiate the MCA process. We depend on the department, to let the OST know when they are ready to proceed with their MCA. This is especially important because the department, as the project managers, are the main points of contact for MCA changes -- has the budget been revised? was there a change to the scope of work? has the PI decided not to go forward with the MCA? etc. When the department is ready to proceed with its MCA request, an OCGA MCA Checklist, which can be found at Required Forms for Outgoing Subawards web page, is required to be submitted to the OST’s central e-mail box outgoingMCA@research.ucla.edu. If the documentation listed as ‘required’ on the OCGA MCA Checklist was already submitted at proposal stage, you can let the OST know on page 2 of the Checklist (checkbox available at the bottom of section VII Required Documents).

Q11: Is there any way we could submit subaward renewals on multi-year NIH grants before we receive the new funds from NIH, so that the renewal is ready to go when the new budget year starts?

A11: UC rules prohibit us from issuing subawards when we do not have the prime award funding in hand. Obligating subawardee funding when UCLA does not have the prime award funding in hand would put UCLA at financial risk.

Q12: We submit subaward packets during the proposal phase, is there no way for the subaward team to be looped in at that time? Or start the risk assessment at that time? If it's a sub we’ve used before, does the subaward team need to do risk assessment again?

A12: We do not do an institutional risk assessment if we have a current assessment done within the last 12 months. The OST does have a system in place to reduce that duplication of effort. Less than 30% of proposals are funded. Having the Subawards team start to do the risk assessment at proposal time would significantly increase workload and significantly limit the time available to work on drafting and negotiating subawards.

Q13: In the Ascend environment, will there be a database that will store all incoming and outgoing MCA and subaward documents? Currently, it’s strings of emails between departments, OCGA, Purchasing for agreement and amendments, which is difficult to track with staff turnovers.

A13: OCGA understands that the MCA process is being reviewed as part of the Ascend and Jaggaer redesigns, however this will not involve the storage of subaward/MCA documents. The OCGA Outgoing Subawards Team is also going through some system updates that may make it possible in the future to offer a database to departments as a resource. This is however something that will of course take time for planning and development. In the interim, we recommend that departments setup shared storage areas for the upload and archiving of subaward/MCA agreements and
amendments and communications. Having departmental shared storage space for upload would help to mitigate issues that come up due to staff turnover.

Note: This question is also answered in Q&A #6 in the Extramural Fund Management section above.

Q14: Why are employees who no longer work in OCGA still listed as a point of contact?
A14: As noted in the presentation the contacts list has been updated.

Q15: I submitted a subaward closeout on March 17 that still has not been processed.
A15: The Outgoing Subawards Team records the final closeout certification in OCGA’s records—adding the certification form to our files. Please note that Purchasing is also involved in the close out process—they use the final closeout certification to close the related PO. See Frequently Asked Questions #3.35 “How is a subaward closed out?”

Q16: According to the EPASS, subrecipient proposals are supposed to be included with the proposal package. Is there a way to begin processing at that time?
A16: The subrecipient proposal is different than the sub agreement that has to be issued. UCLA’s prime funding needs to be in place before the OST is able to proceed with a subaward. Proceeding without that prime funding in place would pose a financial risk to the university. UCLA also needs to know the terms of award in order to communicate those to our subrecipients—our subrecipients need to know the rules/requirements for the award funding. To go forward without those terms would prove to be a compliance risk. If the subaward request package (the OCGA Subaward Checklist and any other required documentation that has not already been submitted to OCGA) is sent to us as soon as the main award has been issued, we can generally issue a subaward agreement within 6-8 weeks.

Q17: If we are submitting multiple proposals for the same opportunity, is there any way we could be assigned to the same Proposal analyst? Last time we submitted 4 proposals and got 4 different analysts. It seemed like a lot of work for each analyst to reinvent the wheel.
A17: We do try to do this in the background if we are able to. It depends on other sponsor deadlines, staffing and overall volume, but if it’s a non-fed sponsor we try.

Q18: Of course we always want a 5 day review, but worst case scenario, what’s better – A full package with a 3 day review, or an incomplete package at 5 days with more info trickling in?
A18: Definitely a full proposal including the science, will provide a better review within 3 days. We will almost always be able to do a better review in those circumstances.